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From: Anthony R. Dolan FYI 

A Lou Harris ABC poll -- which will be released in two days -

shows that a majority oppose a tax cut by 53 to 43%. DIii= Sept. 

of 79 was favo¥.,--ed by 51 to• 41%. 

The question, however, is a typical Louis Harris question: 

\\With the economy slowing down and uenemployment going up it has been 

proposed that the federal government cut taxes to stimulate economic growth. 

Tho~ opposed to a tax cut feel that such a cut would mean a big federal 

defiict that could result in even higher inflation. In general, 

would you favor or oppose a federal tax cut this year?" 

The question as well as the the questions leading up to this 

question are just biased to make the person being surveyed think that 

tax cuts will be inflationary. 

Folks at ABC News are laughing at the survey -- one cowmented 

"he couldn't elect Kennedy, so he's got to do ~omething else." 

As is well known, how you ask the question is everythigg in a 

survey. 
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